City of East Lansing Fire Department
Incident Report
August 29 – September 5, 2013
Total number of incidents responded to: 167
EMS/Rescue = 120*

Fires = 2

Hazardous Conditions = 4

False Calls = 33

Good Intent = 6

Other = 2

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fires Reported in FireRMS – page 1 of 2
September 4, 2013, 3:02 a.m. - Called for a structure fire on Oakhill with fire reported visible
from the roof. Arrived to find nothing visible but the smell of smoke noted in front of the
structure. Engine 11 assigned to investigate, Truck 12 assigned to search group, Truck 11
assigned to vent group, Medic 11 assigned to RIT and Medic 12 assigned to rehab. Smoke was
noted coming from the roof B-side but unable to complete a 360 due to obstructions and a
shallow lot. Two LFD engines and their B-41 were called to assist. A callback of 10 EL
personnel was ordered also. The search group located the fire on the second floor, C-side. The
vent group reported that the fire was visible on the flat portion of the roof over the C-side
addition. A box of fireworks was also noted on the flat portion of the roof. LFD E-48 assigned
to overhaul. The fire inspector was contacted and the 2nd LFD engine cancelled. The EL
personnel callback was stopped after 2 were contacted. Medic 121 placed in service while
operations were still in progress. Once fire operations were done the scene was turned over to the
EL Fire Inspector and the fire rigs cleared.
September 5, 2013, 5:12 p.m. - Dispatched for a fire alarm at Rather Hall. Truck 12 responded
emergent with 3 on board. Requested an MSU trouble truck while en route to the scene.
Dispatch advised that there was light smoke in the hall but no fire. Fire personnel arrived at 4
story structure with nothing visible from the exterior, visual alarms noted, command established
and investigating. Firefighters arrived on the 3rd floor to find a light haze in the hall. The RA for
the floor showed firefighters the room and what had occurred. There was a pillow and bed sheet
in the middle of the floor along with a "clip" on a lamp. The pillow had a large burn to the
middle of it, the bed sheet had a small amount of damage and the lamp had minimum damage to
the shell. The student said the lamp got stuck between the pillow and edge of head board. He was
sleeping when it occurred and said his head began to feel warm. The items were removed from
the bed and laid on the floor. No harm to the person occurred. The 3rd floor was ventilated of
smoke, information gathered from the students in the room and the pillow was removed to the
outside. Fire personnel also spoke with an MSU Police officer on the scene who advised we did
not need to contact the MSU Fire Marshal. Dispatch advised of this information and the panel
was reset back to normal. Command was terminated and Truck 12 cleared to return to quarters.

Training Reported in FireRMS page 2 of 2
August 29, 13013, 1:30-2:00 p.m. – Station 2 on duty personnel had review of the fire officer
meeting notes.
September 3, 2013, 1:30-2:30 p.m. – Firefighter Tactics - General fire tactics were studied by
ELFD station 2 on duty personnel.
September 4, 2013, 8:30-10:30 a.m. – Confined Space Rescue – Station 2 on duty personnel
attended the confined space rescue at Munn Ice Arena. Participants from DTFD, MTFD and
Delhi fire department. The exercise was a patient in a space and extricated up to the second
level.
September 4, 2013, 1-3:30 p.m. – Confined Space Rescue – Station 1 on duty personnel attended
the confined space training at Munn Ice. Metro partners were included.
September 5, 2013, 8:30 – 10:30 -.m. - Confined Space Training – Station 2 on duty personnel
attended training at the Munn Ice Arena. There was a brief review of confined space verbage and
then performed a rescue with a rescue “dummy” and available resources. The training consisted
of air monitoring, ventilation, rigging, entry, backup, and command.
September 5, 2013, 1-3 p.m. – Confined Space Rescue – Station 1 personnel attended a confined
space training for a supplied air confined space scenario at Munn Ice Arena. ELFD, LFD, MTFD
and Delhi Fire departments were in the class.
*Types of EMS Calls
Abdominal pain/cramping = 3

Abrasion = 1
Accidental pull = 1
Altered LOC = 1
Ankle/foot pain = 2
Back pain = 3
Behavioral issue = 1
Bike vs. car accident = 3
Cancelled en route = 1
Cardiac arrest = 1
Chills/shaking = 2
Chest pain/DIB = 9
Citizen assist = 1
Dizziness/light headed = 4

ETOH = 33
Falls = 11
Hand pain/laceration = 2
Hematuria = 1
Head laceration/pain/ache = 8

Hip & knee pain = 1
HTN = 1
Hypotension = 1
Laceration = 3
Low blood pressure = 1
Medical pull alarm = 1
Knee pain = 1
MVA w/injury = 1
No complaint/issues = 4

Nausea = 1
Neck tenderness = 1
Psychiatric issues = 2
Syncope = 5
Seizures = 3
Shoulder dislocation = 1
Sleeping = 2
Panic attack = 1
Suicidal = 1
Unresponsive = 2
Vaginal bleeding = 1
Vomiting = 1
Weak/dizzy = 4
Wrist injury = 2

